
 
Geophysical Data Processor 
Date: June 22, 2015 

 

Amsterdam Petroleum Geoscience is looking for an experienced Geophysical data 

processor for its office located in Amsterdam, The Netherlands.    

 

A geophysical data processor uses the most modern and sophisticated electrical, 

magnetic, electromagnetic, seismic or gravity-measuring instruments to convert large 

volumes of raw geophysical data into a user-friendly format.  

 

The converted data is then analysed and interpreted  in order to determine e.g. sub-

surface geology.  

 

Processors work in teams, often simultaneously on many different projects. The 

processing sequence is tailored to individual projects depending on survey target, 

geology, data acquisition techniques, time and financial constraints.  

 

Typical work activities  

Responsibilities vary depending on the nature of the role, for example seismic 

processing, but typically include:          

 inspecting the quality of raw geophysical data; ·          

 running a series of computer programs using the employer's proprietary 

software;     

 testing and adapting computer programs to suit individual datasets;          

 discussing the processing requirements of individual datasets with teams and 

advisors;  

 determining a suitable processing sequence;  

 using quality control software to analyse data at various stages of the processing 

sequence;  

 discussing requirements and results with clients on a regular basis;           

 preparing technical reports using conventional PC software;   

 learning new software;  

 adhering to standards in order to maintain quality management systems (ISO 
9001).    

Additional responsibilities for senior posts may include:  

 overseeing all data-processing activities;  

 managing the cost and duration of a project;  

 actively promoting the company's services;  

 training other staff on specialist processing techniques;   

 helping to develop new software;  
 providing technical input for meetings with clients.    

 

Requirements        

 Education: MSc in geophysics or comparable;         

 Work experience: at least three years in a comparable position;         

 Dutch native speaker with excellent skills (conversation and writing) in English;  

 Good practical knowledge of GLOBE Claritas seismic processing software;    

 Good practical knowledge of EM (GPR), magnetic and geo-electrical processing 

and interpretation software;   



 
 Experience in giving seismic processing training courses to clients;       

 Experience in seismic interpretation is an advantage but is not strictly required;  

 Excellent communication skills.    

 

What we offer  

 Our office is located in Amsterdam, the most exciting and beautiful city of The 

Netherlands;  

 A full-time job;  

 Competitive salary;  
 An exciting and enthusiastic work environment.    

Please mail your CV to Robert van Ingen (r.vaningen@amsterdampg.com), managing 

director of Amsterdam Petroleum Geoscience. 
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